Some ethical issues regarding xenotransfusion.
The use of porcine red blood cells has recently been proposed as a possible solution to the shortage of blood for human transfusion. The purpose of this paper is to compare some ethical issues regarding xenotransfusion (XTF) with those relating to xenotransplantation (XT) of organs, tissues and cells. Various ethical concerns and viewpoints relating to XTF are discussed. The main ethical obstacles to XT do not apply to XTF. It is much more ethically acceptable to raise pigs for regular blood collection as it doesn't damage the health of the animal. Porcine endogenous retrovirus infection, the major concern associated with XT, does not apply to XTF, since red blood cells have no DNA and have a very short lifespan. Clinical trials will be possible in humans once XTF has been demonstrated to be effective and harmless in non-human primates. Transgenesis is acceptable for pig blood donors because only a limited number of genes are involved, and these animals will never enter into the livestock gene pool or the food chain. Because the need for blood is less pressing than that for organs, tissues or cells, the use of animal blood for human transfusion is not an absolute necessity. However, it represents a real opportunity. The ability to gain access to an unlimited quantity of blood is a reasonable justification for XTF. Because its technical and ethical hurdles are less stringent, XTF could be the first large-scale clinical application of XT.